
PowerSecure Solutions for
Healthcare Facilities
Reliable, NFPA 110 Level 1 Compliant Standby Power

PowerSecure understands that the reliability of standby power is nowhere 
more critical than in healthcare situations. We also understand that 
containing costs and getting maximum value for every dollar you spend is 
another top priority. 

Our engineering group has a combined 75+ years of experience in the 
healthcare industry. Merging that expertise with our deep utility relationships 
and technical acumen in key areas like permitting and emissions, we develop 
standby power systems that meet the specific requirements of healthcare 
facilities – superior reliability, ease of use and return on investment.

PowerSecure Reliability – Best in the Industry

Third-party audits of our database – comprising more than 50,000 
datapoints from more than 1,600 systems deployed across the U.S. – confirm 
that PowerSecure holds the industry record for backup power reliability. 
PowerBlock system features include the following:

• Full system capacity that comes online and serves load in less than 10 
seconds, regardless of system size

• 24/7 PowerControl monitoring with built-in regulatory compliance 
software and reporting 

• Exceptional value: full standby backup power plus additional ROI potential 
through utility demand response programs

“PowerSecure’s people are 

their greatest asset. For years, 

they have provided us with 

outstanding, friendly service 

while saving our hospital 

several hundred thousand 

dollars annually.”

– VP of Facilities,

North Carolina Medical Center
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PowerControl 24/7 remote monitoring system. PowerSecure 
can maintain direct, intimate and ongoing knowledge of your 
system throughout its long lifetime and address some points 
of potential failure even before standby power is needed.



An integrated, 
interactive 

turnkey solution

When you buy a standby power system from 
PowerSecure, you don’t simply buy equipment – you 
invest in a solution. Our turnkey PowerBlock solutions 
reflect our whole-system, integrated approach. We 
package our generators, proprietary switchgear and 
PowerControl monitoring software to eliminate the 
uncertainties inherent in systems that incorporate 
elements from different manufacturers.

“PowerSecure has been serving our standby needs 

since 2001. They are simply the best in the business.”

— Director of Facilities,
South Georgia Medical Center

Technical Expertise and Healthcare Sector 
Experience: A PowerSecure Power Match 

To answer the specialized system, code and reliability 
requirements of the healthcare industry, PowerSecure has 
built a team of registered healthcare system experts 
dedicated to developing solutions for hospitals. Like no 
other system available, our signature PowerBlock standby 
power solution provides

• Flexible, fully modular designs

• Complete turnkey delivery: engineering design, 
manufacturing, construction, ongoing maintenance and 
24/7/365 system monitoring

• NFPA 110 Level 1 compliance with automated NFPA 110 
testing, logging and reporting for CMS accrediting 
agency compliance

• Multiple fuel options

• Demand response, load management and peak shaving 
opportunities
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